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Abstract 

 Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia created by volunteers, and is an example of how 

developments in software platforms and the low cost of sharing and coordinating on the Internet 

are leading to a new paradigm of creative collaboration on a massive scale.  The research 

presented here addresses the questions of why individuals choose to give away their time and 

effort and how the challenges associated with collective action are addressed by Wikipedia’s 

technologies, organization, and community.  Interviews with editors of the encyclopedia were 

used to identify what personal gains and other motivations compel contributors, what challenges 

to collaboration exist, and what technological and social structures aid their ability to create a 

freely available repository of human knowledge.  The paper suggests that the free encyclopedia 

is at once both a traditional instance of collective action requiring coordination and strong 

incentives and an instance of networked public goods that result through boundary crossing 

made possibly through extremely low barriers to sharing. 
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Incentives to Contribute in Online Collaboration: Wikipedia as Collective Action 

The free, online encyclopedia Wikipedia is among the most prominent of current projects 

on the Web that harness the distributed efforts of its users to create content online.  This research 

into Wikipedia as collective action is driven by an interest in why individuals are motivated to 

volunteer their time to contribute to the encyclopedia.  The initial success of Wikipedia and other 

forms of online collaboration appear to defy many economic expectations, because contributors 

are giving their time, knowledge, and effort away for no apparent monetary gain.  It also defies 

many initial expectations about social behavior, because large numbers of users are contributing 

to a public good – an open access resource – when theory tells us that individuals will tend to 

“free ride” on a public good, counting on others to do the necessary work.  Interviews were 

conducted with a convenience sample of 27 Wikipedia editors, and qualitative analysis was used 

to identify the technological and social aspects of Wikipedia that make collective action – the 

provision of a public good – possible.  Analysis also addressed how Wikipedia and other online 

collaborative efforts may fit into the collective action model. 

Since its creation in 2001, Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org) has seen immense 

growth and has been the recipient of both criticism of its quality and reliability, and accolades for 

its ability to collect and organize an unprecedented amount of knowledge using an open model.  

Wikipedia today boasts over 9.7 million articles in 256 languages (Wikipedia, 2008c), with over 

2.3 million articles and over 7 million registered users in the English Wikipedia alone 

(Wikipedia, 2008b).  Wikipedia.org is currently the seventh most popular site on the web (Alexa, 

2008), with 36% of online Americans using Wikipedia as a reference (Pew Internet, 2007). 

 Each article in Wikipedia is its own page, a “wiki.” A wiki is an instantly editable web 

page; with a few exceptions, anyone can edit any page to change the content of that article.  
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Wikipedia runs off of a version of wiki software known as MediaWiki.  Each article has an 

accompanying wiki page known as a “talk page,” where users can discuss changes, propose new 

changes, or discuss contentious issues in the article’s content.  Additionally, each page has a 

“history” display which documents every change ever made to the page, listing who made each 

change and when, and allowing the user to compare versions.  The article history makes it 

possible to see an article’s evolution over time, monitor for vandalism, or effortlessly revert a 

wiki page to a previous version.  These are the basic tools for creating the encyclopedia. 

 There is no centralized command and control within Wikipedia; every user is free to edit 

the articles they want in the amount or way they see fit – or not to edit at all.  There is some 

structure to Wikipedia, however.  Contributors to Wikipedia often refer to themselves as 

“Wikipedians,” and there appears to be a sense of community built around the project.  A group 

of editors are selected by their peers to act as administrators, who are given privileges and tools 

like the ability to enforce policies by banning vandals and disruptive users, and the ability to 

protect or delete pages.  There is a body of rules and guidelines for behavior and editing practices 

on the site.  Some policies are essential to the project, maintaining constraints necessary for an 

encyclopedia like a “Neutral point of view” or “No original research”.  Other policies are more 

flexible and subject to adjustment by users.  Policy pages are also wiki article located in a 

“Wikipedia namespace” separate from the encyclopedia articles.  The collaborative approach on 

Wikipedia is based on consensus, meaning that changes to both article content and site policies 

and procedures are decided upon by the outcome of discussion taking place on talk pages.  The 

project also has administrative positions and policies dedicated to mediating conflict which 

inevitably occurs between editors working on articles. 
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Wikipedia has also developed tools beyond the basic wiki features, in order to manage 

problems like vandalism or editing problems, such as an automated list of recent changes to the 

encyclopedia, personal “watchlists,” noticeboards, article templates, and automated bots that 

perform custodial tasks.  Finally, registered users are given their own space on Wikipedia to 

present themselves and provide an additional place for discussion.  “User pages” are used by 

editors to create a sense of identity and reputation and allow other editors to contact them. 

Collective Action 

 The creation of Wikipedia may be described as an instance of collective action, which is 

the provision of a public good, a specific form of commons (Hardin, 1982; Olson, 1965).  

Wikipedia is “the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit” (Wikipedia, 2008a), meaning that with 

a few exceptions like the front page and articles prone to vandalism, anyone can contribute 

articles, article sections, revisions, citations, or simply grammar and punctuation corrections to 

the encyclopedia.  Coupled with the fact that it is a free online resource, these features structure 

Wikipedia as a commons.  The term “commons” has been increasingly used in the past decade to 

describe (or prescribe) freely accessible information, typically online, in arrangements that use 

open access approaches to facilitate sharing and altering of information in order to promote 

information creation and dissemination (Bollier, 2007).  More generally and traditionally, the 

commons concept is used to describe shared resources that are susceptible to “social dilemmas” 

of production and consumption caused by the “free-riding” that results from shared use without 

market or state oversight (Kollock & Smith, 1996; Ostrom, 1990).  Types of commons are 

defined by two variable properties: subtractability and exclusion (Hess & Ostrom, 2007, 8-10; 

Ostrom, 1990, pp. 30-33).  Subtractability is synonymous with rivalry; goods may be either 

rivalrous or non-rivalrous.  With rivalrous goods, one person’s use of the limits the next 
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person’s.  Information, in contrast, is non-rivalrous, as one person’s use of information does not 

limit the next person’s.  Exclusion is the extent to which access to a commons is open or closed.  

Exclusion may be achieved either through membership, or imposed costs.  Wikipedia is open, 

with the exception of protected pages, which are relatively closed resources.  Commons like 

Wikipedia that are both non-rivalrous and non-exclusive are referred to as “public goods.” 

 The central problem of all commons, regardless of rivalry or exclusion, is the free-rider 

problem, in which individuals take advantage of a resource’s availability and overconsume, fail 

to contribute, fail to observe the rules of use, or otherwise damage the utility of the commons 

resource.  This free-riding leads to “social dilemmas,” instances in which the individual incentive 

to free ride leads to a damaged commons or a public good never being produced.  The 

predicament of free-riding has been formalized into several models: the prisoner’s dilemma, the 

tragedy of the commons, and collective action (Ostrom, 1990, p. 2). 

 The prisoner’s dilemma is a more general and mathematical model that describes why the 

free-rider challenge exists; in a commons, individual incentives favor free riding, even when free 

riding leads to lower returns for all participants than cooperation would (Axelrod, 1984; Olson, 

1965; Ostrom, 1990).  The tragedy of the commons paradigm was an early model and remains an 

influential one for the analysis of commons.  In Garrett Hardin’s classic description, 

Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd without limit – in a world that is 

limited.  Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society 

that believes in the freedom of the commons.  Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.  (1968, n.p.). 

His conclusion was clearly pessimistic, stating that the commons must either be privatized or 

subject to state control. 

 In contrast to the tragedy of the commons, which deals with consumption in a rivalrous 

commons, collective action describes the process of, and challenges to, the provision of public 
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goods (where non-rivalry makes consumption irrelevant).  Olson’s seminal work The Logic of 

Collective Action (1965) largely addressed the question of how group size impacts free-riding 

and the ability of a group to meet its collective goals.  Essentially, individuals in large groups 

bear a smaller fraction of the costs imposed on the group and receive a smaller fraction of the 

group’s benefits, so they more likely to free ride.  Olson described large groups as “latent” and 

suggested they can only achieve collective action as a by-product of other, non-collective 

activities.  In contrast, a smaller group may be either privileged, “a group such that each of its 

members, or at least some one of them, has an incentive to see that the collective good is 

provided, even if he has to bear the full burden of providing it himself” (pp. 49-50), or 

intermediate, where incentives are not strong enough for one individual to provide on their own, 

but a small group’s ability to coordinate, organize, and monitor make action possible (p. 50). 

 Ostrom (1990) emphasized that there are institutional solutions to the free-rider problem.  

It is often assumed that the tragedy of the commons is inevitable unless coercion is applied by 

the state, or resources are privatized.  The empirical record does not bear this out, however, and 

Ostrom used detailed case studies of fishing, forests, groundwater basins, and pasture to 

demonstrate the means by which commons may be effectively governed collectively.  A key 

point of her work is that the solutions necessary for any commons’ survival are often specific to 

that resource, though there are shared characteristics: clear boundaries exist, rules are tailored to 

fit the resource, individuals affected by policies can participate in rule-making, monitoring 

occurs, sanctions are graduated, there are conflict resolution mechanisms, and external forces 

recognize the right to organize (p. 90).  While survival of a commons is possible, the tools 

necessary are arrived at through trial and error approaches, as no one-size-fits-all solution exists. 

Computer-Mediated Communication as Public Goods 
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 While the promise of a networked society is often described as the ability of everyone to 

participate in the global village, especially in the age of Web 2.0, an often surprisingly small 

segment of the population actually contributes to the flow of information online.  Recent 

estimates suggest that 4.56% of Wikipedia visits involve editing, which is quite high compared 

to 0.2% for Flickr and 0.16% for YouTube (Auchard, 2007; Tancer, 2007).  For the last date 

statistics were available, October 2006, the English Wikipedia had 43,001 Wikipedians who 

made more than five edits that month, and only 4,330 made more than 100 edits.  Only 151,934 

of the over 4.5 million registered English language Wikipedians at the time had ever made more 

than 10 edits (Wikimedia, 2008).  Therefore, a “production function,” the relationship between 

the proportion contributing and the proportion produced (Kollock, 1999, p. 226), is a useful way 

to examine collective action online because it explains who is doing what work, which can shed 

light on organizational and incentive structures.  The production function tends to follow a 

power-law distribution of behavior.  Research on free/open source software found that 20% of 

contributors wrote over 80% of the code (Ghosh & Prakash, in Lerner & Tirole, 2005, p. 54).  

This trend may be mitigated by the “modularity” of free/open source software, division into 

multiple discrete components, which seems to encourage the distribution of work.  Modularity is 

a clear strength of the Wikipedia’s encyclopedia format (Benkler, 2001; Coffin, 2006).  

However, analysis by Ortega, Gonzales-Barahona, and Robles (2008) found that power-law 

distribution persist in Wikipedia, with 10% of editors making 90% of edits (p. 309). 

 In the online environment, the changes in costs and benefits are what alter the nature of 

the public good and the possibilities for collective action (Kollock, p. 223).  The Internet 

radically reduces costs for contribution and cooperation, and it increases the usefulness and 

availability of existing information.  Reducing costs of cooperation matter, as it provides 
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opportunities to “meet, plan, and discuss” (Kollock, p. 224) without the constraints of space or 

time.  Benkler (2001, 2006) has addressed the challenges and potential of moving the free/open 

source model to applications beyond software, a phenomenon he terms “commons-based peer 

production.”  Information technology has the potential to reduce costs and barriers involved with 

the exchange and coordination of resources, known as transaction costs.  Benkler (2001) 

characterizes peer production as a distinct form of organization resulting from a newly-altered 

transaction cost structure online. 

Drawing from Lupia and Sin (2003), and Fulk, Flanagin, Kalman, Monge, and Ryan 

(1996), Bimber, Flanagin, and Stohl (2005) challenged the existing traditional conception of 

collective action based on the observations that Olson’s proposal regarding group size does not 

carry out online, the choice to participate or not is no longer “binary,” and that formal 

organization is decreasingly important to successful action.  Binary means participation as a yes 

or no proposition; instead, in the interactive online environment, the choices about whether to 

participate or how to participate are often broken up into smaller segments.  And, as observation 

of online communities and projects suggests, size and formal organization are less necessary for 

successful collective action online. 

 Bimber et al. described online behavior in which sharing of information is incidental and 

broken up into smaller opportunities to participate, yet contributes to a greater aggregate which is 

the public good.  Basic functions like searching for information or networking with others are not 

done with the intention of sharing information, but online, they do end up contributing to an 

aggregation.  Essentially, “private discourse and resources” (2005, p. 374) are shifted to the 

public sphere with no or little cost.  Today’s Web 2.0 platforms can capture private behavior and 

allow users to make it public, so that bookmarking becomes a shared activity (del.icio.us, Digg), 
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diaries and opinions become blogs, and photos and movies shared with friends and families are 

now shared with anyone (Flickr, YouTube) with minimal effort required from the contributor.  

Bimber et al. saw this crossing of the boundary between private and public as the key to 

reconceptualizing collective action in our contemporary collaborative media. 

 As an open commons resource that requires the provision of its content by volunteer 

contributors, Wikipedia is clearly a public good and therefore subject to social dilemmas.  It has 

distinct technological and social characteristics that both shape the nature of and provide possible 

solutions to those dilemmas.  Important technological characteristics include wiki tools such talk 

pages, article histories, user pages, and watchlists.  Other features of the site that make 

collaborative contribution possible include WikiProjects, noticeboards like the Village Pump, 

and Wikipedia “namespace” articles that delineate policies and guidelines.  Active Wikipedians 

have several means to communicate with each other: article talk pages, user talk pages, IRC 

(Internet Relay Chat) channels, mailing lists, and namespace articles.  Technological tools have 

figured into some of the existing studies of Wikipedia (Bryant, Forte, & Bruckman, 2005; 

Kuznetsov, 2006; Viégas, Wattenberg, & Dave, 2004), and will here as well. 

 Research examining the motivations behind contribution to free/open source software 

exists (Hertel, Niedner, & Herrmann, 2003; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005), and is now emerging with 

regard to Wikipedia (Bryant, Forte, & Bruckman, 2005; Forte & Bruckman, 2005; Kuznetsov, 

2006; Nov, 2007; Wagner & Prasarnphanich, 2007) and other forms of user-generated content 

(Stoeckl, Rohrmeier, & Hess, 2007).  Bryant et al. (2005) focused on the typical process by 

which individuals come to contribute: they began as readers, slowly became peripheral 

contributors, and then became dedicated and involved collaborators.  Forte and Bruckman (2005) 

found that there seems to be a pervasive sense of credit (if not authorship) within Wikipedia, “as 
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reward for a contribution to the community” (p. 4).  Kuznetsov (2006) identified altruism, 

reciprocity, community, reputation, and autonomy as motivators, and drew connections between 

those and wiki technology.  Wagner and Prasarnphanich (2007) found that Wikipedians “often 

have mixed motives,” but “collaborative” motives like reciprocity and ideology are more 

dominant than selfish motives like achievement, interest, or reward.  They also found a pervasive 

sense of self-efficacy among contributors (p. 7).  Nov (2007) drew motivation categories from 

both the social psychology and F/OSS literatures, and tested for correlations with contributor 

output.  Results showed that enjoyment and ideology were the most dominant motives, but that 

not all motives, e.g. ideological commitment, were predictors of output (p. 63). 

 Finally, some literature has also examined the process of cooperation and coordination 

itself within Wikipedia.  Kittur, Suh, Pendleton, and Chi (2007) quantified conflict and 

coordination on the site and found that while valuable maintenance and management activities 

are increasing, the amount of direct work done on content is decreasing in Wikipedia, and the 

costs involved with coordination are rising (p. 9).  Viégas, Wattenberg, Kriss, and van Ham 

(2007) also found that maintenance activities are rising and that the community and policies are 

growing into the demands of quality control.  Beschastnikh, Kriplean, and McDonald (2008) 

focused on the use of policy citations on talk pages, and found that references to site policy were 

become more frequent, and not just by administrators; the policy and talk processes appeared to 

be accessible and inclusive (pp. 1,7).  Like the study at hand, Viégas, Wattenberg, and McKeon 

(2007) examined both technological and policy structures in their own analysis of the “Featured 

article” process on the site.  They concluded that the community’s formal yet nuanced policies, 

monitoring practices, and the integration of these policies and approaches into the wiki platform 

can explain why peer production has largely succeeded on Wikipedia (p. 454). 
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As more people continue to use Wikipedia as a resource and contribute to it, its value 

increases and incentives to use and contribute to it in the future strengthen.  Those who do not 

contribute to Wikipedia but use it are not free-riders, because of the nature of the medium – it is 

a networked digital good, which means it is decidedly non-rivalrous.  In this sense, Wikipedia 

may be one of Olson’s privileged groups, where an individual or small group provides a good 

they would have anyway, and allows others to freely utilize the open and indivisible resource. 

Research Questions 

 The following research questions were addressed by the study: 

RQ1. What technological and social features enable Wikipedia’s survival as a public good and 

provide individual incentives for contribution? 

RQ2. How are Wikipedia’s various limitations and challenges related to public good features and 

social dilemmas? 

Method 

 A convenience sample of 27 Wikipedia editors was recruited through two official 

Wikipedia mailing lists, posts on the Village Pump (an area on Wikipedia for posting assorted 

community news), posts on three WikiProject pages (WikiProjects are groups devoted to 

improving articles on a given topic, e.g. jazz), and through snowball sampling.  Several 

respondents saw the recruitment ad when it was recirculated on other Wikipedia-related sites and 

lists.  The editors were interviewed in March and April of 2007, with 15 of them electing to 

conduct the interview by email and another 12 consenting to hour-long phone interviews. 

 Editors ranged in age from 20 to 64, with a median of 34, and only included a single 

female.  While it has been documented that free/open source software is dominated by males, 

around 98% (Ghosh, 2005, pp. 29-30; Lakhani & Wolf, 2005, p. 8), data from Tancer (2007) 
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suggested a female presence of over 40% on Wikipedia, while Nov (2007) found less than 7% 

(p. 63).  Nov’s sample had a mean age of 30.9 (p. 63), while Tancer found that 82% of editors 

were over 35 years old.  Both correspond to the typical age of respondents interviewed here. 

 Of all respondents, the newest editor had been contributing to Wikipedia since August 

2006, while several others had been editing since 2002 and 2003.  The number of self-reported 

edits to the site ranged from around 200 to nearly 40,000.  Edit counts were confirmed with the 

Interiot tool (available at http://tools.wikimedia.de/~Interiot/cgi-bin/Tool1/wannabe_kate). 

 As a whole, the subjects recruited for interviews were subject to several biases, most 

notably a self-selection bias.  Additionally, users were U.S. residents who edited the English 

Wikipedia (just one of over 250 Wikipedias) and frequented the venues where recruitment 

notices were placed.  These locations were used for their visibility within Wikipedia, in order to 

reach a large number of users.  While snowball sampling and posting on three WikiProject pages 

led to the recruitment of some casual editors, the respondents tended to be committed 

Wikipedians.  The sample consisted of 11 administrators for the English Wikipedia and one 

former administrator, 3 of who were members of the Arbitration Committee, 2 banned users, and 

one previously banned user.  Interviewing administrators was likely to result in positive attitudes 

towards Wikipedia, in contrast to banned users, who would likely be more critical. 

 Qualitative analysis of the phone and email interviews was conducted, using the constant-

comparative technique (Lindlof, 2002, pp. 218-221), categorizing responses until the data set 

was exhausted.  This was done by transcribing interviews and entering a summary of each 

subject’s response to each question into a database, allowing for the identification of trends and 

variation by comparing all of the responses for each question.  This approach also allowed for 

collection and comparison of basic demographic data, such as age, total number of edits, and 
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how length of time on Wikipedia.  Because a small, self-selected convenience sample was used, 

the results are not representative of editors on the English Wikipedia, much less editors in other 

languages (Pfeil, Zaphiris, & Ang, 2006) or contributors to other online collaborative projects.  

This sample of Wikipedians was intended to contain especially active contributors who were 

knowledgeable about Wikipedia and would be able to describe activities taking place on the site.  

The results should illuminate some of the inner workings of Wikipedia and contribute to an 

understanding of why individuals give their time and creativity freely to the project. 

Results 

 The interviews with these Wikipedians highlighted some of the motivations behind 

contribution, and technological and social systems in place that make collective action possible 

on the site.  The responses converged onto several major topics: motivations, interest in content, 

barriers, the type of work done, community, conflict, policy, and the future of Wikipedia. 

Personal Motivations 

 When asked why they continue to contribute to Wikipedia, respondents typically pointed 

to both a personal satisfaction they received from editing and identification with the values and 

goals of the site.  Editors described an ideological commitment to the project’s open model for 

creating content and sharing it with others.  For example, one respondent stated when asked 

about continuing to contribute: 

I like the ideals of the project.  Human knowledge should be available to everyone, regardless of ability to 

pay or location in the world.  Similarly, the ability to contribute to that base of knowledge should be open 

to everyone that wants to do so constructively. As long as Wikipedia allows that, I will happily help with it. 

A few explicitly stated feeling an obligation to reciprocate; they used Wikipedia as a reference, 

so, in the words of one editor, they were bound to “put some water back in the well.” 
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Interviewees also saw editing as a powerful learning tool for themselves.  If they had the 

need to work on articles beyond their existing knowledge base, editors would go out of their way 

to research new topics, finding facts and sources for inclusion into articles.  And, editors saw 

Wikipedia as an opportunity not only to sharpen their writing skills, but also to develop 

collaborative skills.  Describing it as a way to learn skills for engaging with other people online, 

using techniques like addressing individuals by name, one respondent said about Wikipedia: 

You develop skills that are very much needed, because most of our communication today is though email, 

or through blogs and whatever you are writing.  Your ability to address people on the human side as much 

as the intellect, and respect them as a person, comes through when you write.  That is really attractive, 

because you are learning new skills in an environment in which you can actually do it and practice in a way 

you cannot do it anywhere else. 

Editors expressed a sense of self-efficacy by describing their own knowledge, background, or 

skills that enabled them to be productive contributors.  The emphasis on editing articles of 

interest to them implied that users felt they were making unique or meaningful contributions.   

Topical Interest 

 Perhaps the most universal finding was that editing Wikipedia was regularly predicated 

by interest in a topic of intense personal interest.  Interviewees reported beginning editing 

articles because of an interest in their hometown, nationality, academic discipline, military unit, 

religion, favorite sport, or an existing hobby like American Civil War or Cold War history, along 

with a desire to improve the Wikipedia articles relating to that topic or to share their knowledge 

and expertise.  This is in line with Bimber et al.’s (2005) view of collective action in the 

contemporary media space as a type of boundary crossing, in which personal information or 

activity becomes public through the low costs of sharing on the Internet.  This can also be 

characterized by Olson’s description of privileged groups, in that the personal incentives for 
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creating the content already existed.  Now there are low-cost means of making those private 

goods public.  Assuming the barriers to edit Wikipedia are sufficiently low, there is little cost 

involved in sharing existing personal or professional expertise in an area.  It should be noted that 

sharing this knowledge does require proactive steps in actually writing article content or hunting 

down sources, in contrast to other boundary crossing activities which are more automatic and 

require no creativity, though. One respondent saw the emphasis on editing driven by personal 

interests as the major advantage of Wikipedia over traditional encyclopedias like the Britannica: 

I don’t want to go to Encyclopedia Britannica and read an article about model trains by a guy who was 

getting paid to write it.  Today’s he’s writing about model trains, tomorrow’s he’s going to be writing 

Model T’s, you see what I mean?  I’d rather read an article by a guy who’s really crazy about model trains. 

This approach is facilitated by the modularity of the encyclopedia and by the existence of 

WikiProjects, groups of users with a shared interest in articles on a particular topic.  

WikiProjects are devoted to a single broad topic, and consist of a collection of pages where 

interested editors can work in a concerted effort.  In addition to the emphasis on sharing one’s 

existing knowledge, several respondents described the research involved in cleaning up articles 

and properly sourcing them as a way to learn more about a subject, whether an existing interest 

or a new topic they had a passing curiosity in: 

I contribute mainly because I like to learn about things myself.  When I write articles, I have to research the 

subject, and the result of this is an increased awareness and education on the subject. 

While a few editors continued to work solely on areas they have a personal affinity for, and 

remain in a niche space, others described a gradual process of beginning to take an interest in 

broader editing issues and the inner workings of the project. 

Reduction of Barriers 
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 Technologically, the wiki platform generally lowers barriers to contribute, an assessment 

that was reinforced by interview responses.  However, several respondents reported finding the 

initial learning curve for editing a bit challenging, if short.  Others also expressed their concern 

that the editing interface (which relies on a simple markup language), automated processes, and 

policies (which are often abbreviated) are intimidating to new users, suggesting that while 

barriers may be low, they do exist.  Edits from new users, whether registered or anonymous, may 

be treated like vandalism if they run afoul of an editing guideline. 

Another universal response was that editing behavior was managed in an ad hoc fashion.  

Because of the distributed nature of Wikipedia, in which thousands contribute to articles in all 

sorts of ways, one can always move on and let others work on an article, so the ad hoc 

management of activity makes sense and doesn’t amount to free-riding in practice.  And, of 

course, the general lack of centralized authority means that duties are never assigned, though 

editors use tools like noticeboards as ways of making sure that priority issues receive attention.  

The flexibility afforded to users – they can work on whatever they want, whenever they want – 

makes it a very different kind of labor, or even volunteerism.  Respondents consistently reported 

that their levels of contribution over time to Wikipedia were largely dependent on their amount 

of free time away from commitments “in real life,” either professionally or personally.  One 

respondent described the ad hoc nature of choosing what to work on: 

If it is an area I have some practical knowledge of, then if I see an article that lacks references or is poorly 

written, I'll work on improving it.  […]  My work is really mood dependent and I switch between six 

different projects that I am a member of.  Some days I don't feel like doing a lot of research, so I participate 

in discussions of ongoing issues or helping others deal with abusive editors and related issues. 

Striking a balance between these duties and the creation of content was seen as a way of 

maintaining variety and preventing burnout. 
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Maintenance and Administrative Work 

Most respondents described participation in the governance of Wikipedia and other 

behind the scenes work.  Nearly all users would engage in behaviors like reverting vandalism, 

submitting nonsensical or non-notable articles for deletion, commenting on requests for 

administrator status, discussing policy on the appropriate talk pages, mediating conflicts, and 

more.  A few respondents did not involve themselves in this sort of maintenance behavior, but 

most saw the maintenance duties as part of their responsibility as a Wikipedian and a way of 

protecting the project from threats, or even as genuinely enjoyable activities in their own right.   

 The nature of Wikipedia administrators appeared to be an point of disagreement.  Many 

of the respondents, and the administrators themselves, characterized administrative tools as a 

“mop and bucket,” while respondents more critical of the project and its management saw some 

administrators as elitists, even petty bureaucrats, who were overly invested in the site.  As of 

April 2008, 1,538 Wikipedians served as administrators (Wikipedia, 2008b).  Administrative 

capabilities give these editors more latitude in fighting vandalism and managing editor disputes, 

through capabilities like putting protection or semi-protection on pages, or banning users.  Those 

functions could certainly be prone to abuse, but respondent consensus (even among the critical) 

was that most administrators were excellent, with a small few who had large egos or were 

uncooperative.  Administrators are selected by the community, through a nomination, 

commentary, and consensus process.  The administrator status is one of the few means by which 

longstanding, invested members of the community are rewarded or privileged in Wikipedia. 

Identity and Community 

 Reputation was an important part of editing activity of Wikipedia, in a way that was 

integrated into the underlying structure of the project.  While there is no true sense of authorship 
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for articles, every article’s edit history retains a permanent log of who made what edits to the 

article.  There is enough of a sense of ownership of articles that respondents would keep close 

track of articles they had started or contributed to via their watchlists (the watchlist is a tool built 

into the MediaWiki software that allows a user to monitor changes to all pages of interest to 

them).  Only a single interview subject rejected any notion of “ownership” of articles when asked 

about recognition.  Editors interact and get to know each other through the behind-the-scenes 

discussion on article talk and user talk pages, developing reputation through repeated interaction.   

 An editor’s sense of identity and reputation was largely represented by their user page, an 

editable wiki article for each user that provides identification, credentialing, and surprisingly 

playful user expression.  User pages have their own talk pages, which were described as an 

important setting for discussion and interaction on Wikipedia.  Every respondent reported using a 

user page, with varying combinations of biography, lists of interests, lists of activities and 

affiliations on Wikipedia, and editing, reference, or administrative tools presented on the page.   

 One way in which editing by Wikipedians was rewarded was when high quality articles 

received “Featured article” status and appear on the front page of Wikipedia for that language.  

While most users only had been heavily involved with a few featured articles at most, they were 

well aware if an article of “theirs” had been featured (partially because articles must apply for 

featured status.)  Other forms of recognition that provided positive reinforcement were 

“barnstars,” informal awards that editors can give each other for especially meaningful 

contributions, and the even more informal and transitory incentive of receiving a “thank you” 

from an editor on one’s talk page.  Many editors reported finding thank you notes as especially 

encouraging and motivating, even more so than featured work or barnstars. 

 Nearly all editors responded positively when asked how they socialize on Wikipedia.  
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There appeared to be general consensus around a piece of conventional wisdom that a 

community must exist to support writing Wikipedia, but the community shouldn’t come first.  

The presence of a community built around the writing of an encyclopedia was cited by users as 

an enabling characteristic of Wikipedia.  A respondent described the community’s function: 

The community is very supportive within itself, helping users who need it and giving a sense of 

accomplishment to you for your work. 

Socialization tended to take the form of discussion of articles and policies, but there remained 

room for more light-hearted behavior, as exemplified by the customization and tone of many 

user pages.  Most on-topic discussion as socialization would take place on talk pages for articles, 

users, and the “Wikipedia namespace,” a section of articles, all beginning with “WP:” that are 

devoted to explaining policies, providing tools, and other behind-the-scenes activities (including 

some humorous pages) that need a centralized location separate from the encyclopedia articles.  

Additionally, many of the very active editors reported using IRC channels for socialization, 

discussion, and sharing information on vandalism activity, and would occasionally exchange 

email with other editors.  Lastly, Wikipedia provides numerous mailing lists which generally 

consist of discussion of current issues on Wikipedia and relevant policies.   

Management of Conflict 

 Interviewed Wikipedians felt that disputes over articles and practices were inevitable to 

an extent, because of the character of the project: trying to create encyclopedia articles with a 

“neutral” perspective by letting anyone make additions, changes, or challenges to the content.  

Editors observed that conflict was more common and intense when dealing with obviously 

contentious topics, e.g. abortion or the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  Respondents were divided, 

however, over the quality over those types of articles.  Some saw them as proof that Wikipedia 

works, while others felt that controversial topics were one of Wikipedia’s weak spots in 
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coverage.  The majority of editors had been involved in a couple major conflicts, or “edit wars,” 

at some point, ranging from controversial issues to minutia about word choice or formatting in 

articles on far more harmonious topics.  Many respondents described avoidance as their principle 

approach towards conflict.  Either they felt that their time was best spent moving on elsewhere or 

expected that others would come in behind them and be more effective in negotiating the 

article’s direction.  One respondent described the process from his perspective: 

I try, and succeed, to avoid edit wars over content disputes, but I occasionally do get involved with them 

over issues of censoring or otherwise drastically altering an article without consensus.  These tend to be 

easy to defuse, as there is always a sizeable majority who either don’t want the material or if they do, want 

it discussed first. 

A common piece of advice was to “walk away” and cool off if one became embroiled in dispute.  

Several respondents described this as a negative outcome, however; good, level-headed editors 

were eventually chased out by point-of-view pushers who are more persistent and aggressive.  

Policies like a ban on reverting another editor’s work more than three times in a 24-hour period 

were designed to prevent escalation of disagreement, though many solutions to conflict seemed 

designed to be responsive to conflict rather than preventative.   

 The transparency of Wikipedia was frequently cited as a fundamental attribute of the site; 

every edit and discussion comment is preserved in an article’s history, which certainly had an 

effect on the way conflict occurs and is managed.  When asked about conflict, editors often saw 

it as a necessary part of the process of creating neutral articles, so there may be a sense on 

Wikipedia that stronger measures to prevent conflict would discourage editing. 

Policy and the Future of the Project 

 Interviewee responses often reflected a firm grasp of Wikipedia’s policies and guidelines.  

Policies would either be pointed out in response to a question, either as an example or 
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explanation.  Also, responses to a particular question from different editors would consistently 

reflect established user consensus or conventional wisdom on Wikipedia.  Policies are 

disseminated through devoted pages on the Wikipedia namespace, or by editors that invoke or 

explain a policy on a talk page.  Numerous articles exist that summarize Wikipedia policies or 

introduce newcomers to the project, which is a flexible and redundant approach, but potentially 

confusing.  Officially, there are 42 policies, including crucial rules like “No original research” 

and “Verifiability.”  While Wikipedia does not have firm rules (one is actually “Ignore all 

rules”), they do play a very important role in setting norms and providing criteria for conflict 

resolution, so editors must learn the rules in order to be effective collaborators and in order to 

avoid sanctions.  Several respondents expressed concern that overly complicated Wikipedia rules 

may be a barrier to new users. 

 Respondents were not in agreement over what the weakest sections of Wikipedia 

coverage were, but some drew a connection between weaknesses and perceived systematic bias 

in Wikipedia’s user base, asserting that there was excellent coverage of popular culture, current 

events, and technology topics at the expense of historical, humanities, and global topics.  Several 

editors felt that the site’s user base was overly representative of the highly educated, technically 

adept, and affluent, and that this biased the Encyclopedia as a whole.  Wikipedians were quick to 

stress that the encyclopedia is a work in progress, and as long as there were areas with less than 

ideal treatment, there would be strong incentives for individuals to improve them. 

 One perennial threat, especially to Wikipedia’s reliability, is vandalism.  The 

Wikipedians interviewed were nearly unanimous in their description of vandalism as “juvenile” 

behavior from children, the easily amused or bored, or visitors who wanted to see if their change 

would really appear.  Editors were not in agreement on the seriousness of the vandalism 
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problem, however.  Some stated that it was “not really an issue” and that there seemed to be 

plenty of “eager vandal fighters.”  Several respondents enjoyed reverting vandalism or used it as 

a diversion from other work.  Others saw the constant influx of vandalism as a threat to 

reliability, and noted that persistent vandalism in an article discourages editors. 

Discussion 

 Research Question #1 asked, “What technological and social features enable the 

Wikipedia’s survival as a public good and provide individual incentives for contribution?”  The 

enabling features described by the users interviewed here are best categorized not only as 

technological and social, but also organizational, because much of Wikipedia’s organization and 

policy are not dictated by the technology but have developed in response to user need.  Table 1 

summarizes the features in those three categories, as described by interview respondents. 

 

Table 1. RQ1: Incentivizing Features That Enable Collective Action in Wikipedia 

Technological Organizational Social 

1. Ease of use 1. Policies and practices 1. Ideological conviction 

2. Sharing and learning 2. Transparency and preservation of 

histories 

2. Flexibility and redundancy of 

policies and tools 3. Mediation 

4. Identity and reputation 3. Tools for quality control and 

coordination 

3. Openness and an emphasis on 

communication channels 5. Sense of community 

 

 Research Question #2 asked, “How are Wikipedia’s various limitations and challenges 

related to public good features and social dilemmas?”  From the respondent’s perspectives, the 

most pressing threats to and most common points of criticism over Wikipedia are vandalism, 

neutrality, reliability, and quality.  Table 2 summarizes these challenges and how they are 

derived from and then addressed by the public good characteristics of Wikipedia. 
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Table 2. RQ2: Challenges Resulting from Social Dilemmas in Wikipedia 

Challenge Description 

Vandalism Low barriers do exist for vandalism, but serious vandals must invest time and energy to evade quick 

detection, removal, and sanctions.  Barriers for fighting vandals are low, and combative tools and 

structures have been developed and implemented. 

Neutrality Authors may free ride on the system by using Wikipedia as a soap box.  Good editors may free ride 

by avoiding conflict.  Strength in numbers, policy, and mediation combat point-of-view pushers. 

Reliability The fluidity and openness of the site make it prone to unreliable content.  Effective procedures and 

community commitment to improving content quality make reliability possible.  Further refinement 

of quality control policies and mechanisms, along with security features, can improve reliability. 

Quality Insufficient motivation and inability to cooperate result in underdeveloped articles or in conflict.  

Sufficient incentives in a large, active community of editors, coupled with low barriers for 

coordination, allow for the creation and maintenance of useful encyclopedia articles. 

 

While the systems in place that address vandalism and neutrality appear to be fairly 

effective and robust, questions do remain about the general quality of writing on Wikipedia.  

Duguid’s (2006) analysis suggested that editing takes place at too granular of a level (editors 

focus on a particular section, sentence, or fact), leading to inconsistent or redundant content in 

articles.  Other work, however, suggests that heavy editing and collaboration improve quality 

(Hu, Lim, Sun, Lauw, & Vuong, 2007; Priedhorsky, et al. 2007; Wilkinson & Huberman, 2007). 

 In describing traditional collective action, Olson (1965) asserted that larger groups would 

be less successful because free-riding was more tempting as one’s share of the good became a 

smaller fraction, and because coordination becomes more difficult.  In online settings, however, 

larger groups can be more successful.  In Wikipedia, if you free ride on one article or opt not to 

make a particular edit, there are enough users that it is probable that someone else will provide 
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instead.  As Bimber et al. (2005) noted, the work of online collective action has been split up into 

smaller pieces, so that deciding to free ride is no longer a discrete choice, but a series of ongoing 

opportunities to share.  The scale and openness of Wikipedia and the organizing power of the 

wiki appear sufficiently potent enough to make ad hoc, unorganized contribution an acceptable 

way to contribute to the provision of this particular public good. 

 Wikipedia has successfully lowered the cost of contributing to the point where, for a 

significant number of people, that cost is outweighed by the benefits received.  The question 

remains, what are those benefits that, for thousands of Wikipedians, are outweighing the cost of 

contributing?   Answers to the general question of personal incentive and motivation are 

suggested by the interview data:  personal interest in topics, low costs of sharing, reciprocity, 

skills developed by contributing, enjoyment, intellectual stimulation, sense of community, and 

challenge of coordination.  As with other activities, like software development, the relative 

importance of these rewards appears to vary, and would benefit from quantitative measurement. 

 In many aspects, Wikipedia fits the description by Bimber et al. (2005) of collective 

action in contemporary online media.  Reduced costs make the sharing of information previously 

existing in a personal space possible, so that it crosses the boundary into public space.  

Wikipedia editors are largely sharing their personal interests and knowledge with others when 

they edit.  However, Wikipedia does not conform to the “boundary crossing” description as fully 

as other Web 2.0 entities like MySpace’s social networking, Flickr’s photo sharing, or 

del.icio.us’ social bookmarking, because editing an encyclopedia is a far more active process, 

requiring a level of collaboration in addition to the aggregation.  Additionally, the contributions 

of Wikipedia editors are likely to have limited utility to them because they are sharing basic 

knowledge about a topic.  The Wikipedia model relies far more on reciprocity, as an 
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encyclopedia has great utility.  Not only is an encyclopedia obviously useful by its very nature as 

a reference work, but its modularity means that that the utility for any individual is unique and 

varied.  Users will find articles on unfamiliar topics that others have created the most useful.   

In other ways, Wikipedia more closely resembles the traditional model of collective 

action articulated by Olson, where users must choose to act based on personal incentive, and 

organizational structure is typically necessary to achieve collective goals.  Wikipedia as a whole 

is an intermediate group, where individuals have strong incentives but organization and rule-

making are necessary for coordination.  Individual articles may be the product of a cooperative 

intermediate group, or of a privileged group or individual that had existing incentives to create 

the good and simply crossed the private/public boundary through low transaction costs and a 

sense of reciprocity. 

This study suggests that Wikipedia has achieved the success it has because of incentives 

and structures that have been conducive to collective action.  Wikipedia is an important point of 

reference for collective action online because it requires both the active, dynamic organization 

needed for traditional collaboration, and the reduced barriers and ease of transfer that 

characterize boundary crossing.  The work presented here adds to the growing body of research 

into Wikipedians’ motivations and the site’s organization and features.  It is unique in its 

treatment of Wikipedia as a hybrid of two forms of collective action.  Future work in this area is 

needed in order to (1) use quantitative methods to more precisely measure the motivations that 

overcome social dilemmas, (2) assess the long-term effectiveness of Wikipedia’s policies and 

practices, and (3) further map the intersection and relationship between traditional intermediate 

group collective action and privileged group boundary crossing. 
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